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Definition
• Cellular automaton - A cellular automaton 

is a collection of "colored" cells on a grid of 
specified shape that evolves through a 
number of discrete time steps according to 
a set of rules based on the states of 
neighboring cells. 
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Game of Life

• Game of Life – Developed by John 
Conway

• Simulation Game
• Initial densities of <5 or >82 tend to die out 

within the first 5 iterations



The Rules

• Survivals: Every counter with two or three 
neighboring counters survives for the next 
generation

http://www.math.com/students/wonders/life/life.html



The Rules (con’t)

• Deaths: Each counter with four of more 
neighbors dies (is removed) from 
overpopulation. Every counter with one 
neighbor or none dies from isolation



The Rules (con’t)

– Births: Each empty cell adjacent to exactly 
three neighbors – no more, no fewer – is a 
birth cell.  A counter is placed on it at the next 
move
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Elementary Cellular Automaton

• The simplest cellular automaton 
• Consist of only black and white squares
• There are 256 ‘elementary’ rules that 

range from complete white (rules 0 and 
128) and complete black (rule 255)



Elementary Cellular Automaton

• Repeating
• Rule 250 – 100 steps



Elementary Cellular Automaton

• Nesting
• Rule 90 



Elementary Cellular Automaton

• Randomness
• Rule 30



Elementary Cellular Automaton

• Localized Structures
• Rule 110



Elementary Cellular Automaton
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Totalistic Cellular Automaton

• If you include 3 colors, black, white and 
grey

• Totalistic rules take the average color of 
neighboring cells instead of their individual 
colors



Totalistic Cellular Automaton
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Totalistic Cellular Automaton
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Mobile Automata

• Similar to cellular automata except that 
there is one ‘active’ cell that is updated 
and there are rules associated with how 
this occurs



Mobile Automata

• There are 65,536 possible mobile 
automata using the simple rules but the 
behavior doesn’t behave in a complex 
manner, rather they are repeated patterns



Mobile Automata

• Only 1 percent of mobile automata that 
allow for multiple active cells to propagate 
produce random complexity



Mobile Automata
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Turing Machines
• Turing machines are similar to mobile automata 

in that they consist of a line of cells, known as 
the “tape”, together with a single active cell, 
known as the “head”

• Differs from mobile automata in that the ‘head’ 
can have several different states represented by 
direction arrows

• Also, the rules include the state of the head, and 
on the color of the cell at the position of the head 
but not on the state or colors of its neighbors



Turing Machines



Turing Machines
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Substitution Systems

• Up till now, the changes have been fixed 
in a array of cells

• Substitution systems are set up so that the 
number of elements can change



Substitution Systems



Substitution Systems

• With the system described prior, the elements 
grow very rapidly

• A way to be able to keep the visualization within 
boundaries, rather than adding elements, an 
existing element is split

• Most systems depend only on a single element
• Complexity can be introduce by including 

neighboring cells as influence for the change of 
the patterns



Substitution Systems



Substitution Systems



Substitution Systems



Substitution Systems

• Now if you add the ability to add and 
destroy elements based on the rules, you 
have the ability to destroy the pattern 
completely

• But some rules will find a balance



Substitution Systems
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Sequential Substitution Systems

• Essentially a substitution system that works on 
strings of elements rather than a single element

• Previous substitution system discussed replaced 
each element with a new sequence of elements

• Sequential substitution systems perform 
replacements for multiple elements based on the 
patterns defined in the rule set

• Similar to the functionality of a search-and-
replace function in a text editor



Sequential Substitution Systems



Sequential Substitution Systems



Sequential Substitution Systems

• Although the behavior of most of these rule sets 
does not become more complicated than the 
pattern presented on the previous slide some 
rules demonstrate random behavior similar to 
cellular automata

• A conclusion of this behavior is that using 
something as simple as a search-and-replace 
function in a text editor, it is possible to produce 
complex behavior



Sequential Substitution Systems

The image is of a 
million steps where
only when then the 
total number of elements 
grow in length is shown
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Tag Systems
• A sequence of elements are of two colors, black and 

white.  The rule for the system indicate that a fixed 
number of elements are to be removed from the 
beginning and depending on the colors of the removed 
elements, an element is attached at the end

• The color of the attached element depends on the color 
of the removed element

• If only one element is chosen for removal and addition, 
the behavior of the system is similar to the neighbor-
independent substitution system producing repetitive or 
nested forms

• But if two elements are removed then the behavior 
exhibits complexity



Tag Systems
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Cyclic Tag Systems

• Cyclic tag systems differ from a tag 
system in that the underlying rules specify 
what block can be added at each iteration

• In some ways, this produces a simpler rule 
set since the iteration has an output, cells 
being added, directly tied to the input, cells 
being removed.



Cyclic Tag Systems
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Register Machines
• Register machines are designed to be very simplified 

versions of present-day computers
• Simplest form of consists of two registers each storing a 

number of any size and just two kinds of instructions: 
“increments” and “decrement-jumps”.

• Increment instructions increase by one the number 
stored in a particular register

• Decrement-jump instructions do two things, they 
decrease by one the number in a particular register but 
then they jump to some specified other point in the 
program and begin execution from there



Register Machines
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Symbolic Systems

• Now that the Register Systems have 
modeled low-level computer languages, 
how would we then model a higher level 
language?

• Instead of just simple addition, subtraction 
or modification of elements, we could 
transform expressions



Symbolic Systems



Symbolic Systems

• In this way, we can show that most rules 
follow the same principles as described by 
other examples, repetition and nesting.  
But some symbolic systems do present 
complex and seemingly random 
configurations



Symbolic Systems
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Conclusions
• Cellular automata have many special features 

and exhibit complex behavior from simple rules.
• Through the use of the many different types of 

examples, these special features were removed 
to show that they were not necessary to produce 
the complex behavior.

• There is a threshold for complexity for most 
systems, and that threshold may be simpler than 
previously thought.

• Making the rules more complex than the 
threshold may not increase the chance for 
complexity.
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